Thank you for your help ensuring we abide by the rules and regulations.
1. Please do not wait in the pick up area loop unless you can see your athlete, if
you need to wait please wait in the gravel lot that is in sight of the boat ramp. We
cannot have cars in the paved boat ramp parking lot unless they are moving,
therefore it's ok for PARENTS to be in that gravel lot to wait, but still no athlete
parking there.
2. If the front gate is half closed at the end of practice please just go around it to
come in. The Park has to close that side of the gate near sundown to make sure
the general public is only going out, but if your athlete is in the park and it's
sunset, I was told to just go to the left of the gate to get in.
Sanctions that will be imposed on the WHOLE team for driving offenses inside
the park limits.
1st Offense: ENTIRE team not permitted on water for 1 day.
2nd Offense: ENITRE team not permitted on water for 1 week.
(and this is where it gets REALLY tough......)
3rd Offense: ENTIRE team loses water privileges for 1 YEAR!!!!!! (That means
no Crew for the current season and any other season for 1 year after offense
date.)
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE make sure both parent drivers and athlete drivers
fully understand the consequences for traffic violations inside the park. These
offenses are not cumulative for just the same driver, but each offense adds up
between different drivers. It sounds like the park authorities will be monitoring
this very carefully, so make sure all adult drivers and all athlete drivers drive
UNDER the park speed limit, yield at crosswalks, come to complete stops at stop
signs, and watch for increased foot traffic and deer. Don't give into the
temptation to speed if running late as our coaches would rather you be safe and
NOT incur any team sanctions!

